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Exercise 2.1 (Effects – 5 credits)
Prove the following equivalences on effects:

c B (e1 ∧ e2) ≡ (c B e1)∧ (c B e2)
c B (c′ B e) ≡ (c∧ c′) B e

(c B e)∧ (c′ B e) ≡ (c∨ c′) B e

Note: Two effects e and e′ are equivalent iff their application in identical states results
in identical states, i.e. iff [e]s = [e′]s for all states s.

Exercise 2.2 (Regression – 5 credits)
Consider the following situation: Romeo and Juliet are at home.

I(p) = 1 iff p ∈ {romeo-at-home, juliet-at-home}

Juliet wants to go dancing, but Romeo wants to stay at home.

G = juliet-dancing∧ romeo-at-home

Since this is a real couple, Romeo can’t just say that he doesn’t want to go dancing –
if Juliet goes dancing and he is at home, he has to join her. This is modelled by the
following operator:

go-dance = 〈juliet-at-home,

juliet-dancing∧¬juliet-at-home∧

(romeo-at-homeB romeo-dancing)∧

(romeo-at-homeB¬romeo-at-home)〉

Of course, Romeo can always pretend he has work to do:

go-work = 〈romeo-at-home,romeo-at-work∧¬romeo-at-home〉

Since he would not want to stay at work forever, we must also model the inverse oper-
ator:

go-home = 〈romeo-at-work,romeo-at-home∧¬romeo-at-work〉

We thus obtain the planning problem

〈{romeo-at-home,romeo-dancing,romeo-at-work,

juliet-at-home, juliet-dancing},

I,{go-dance,go-work,go-home},G〉
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Solve this problem with a breadth-first search using the regression method. Submit
the search tree that you obtain and record the solution plan. At every node of the
search tree, simplify the state formula as much as possible and do not expand the node
further if that formula is unsatifiable or identical to a previously encountered node.
At the solution layer, you only need to include the node that represents a set of states
containing the initial state – you can assume that the breadth first search algorithm is
lucky.

You may work on these assignments and submit your results in groups of two stu-
dents. Make sure to clearly indicate both names on your work. You may write your
answers in English or German. Please return your homework on monday before
14:15.
Exercise marks count towards your final grade for this course, which is calculated from
exercise marks (15%) and exam marks (85%).
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